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The compound La0.66Ba0.40Mn0.61Fe0.33O3 shows anisotropic magnetic correlations with no long-range or-
der. Specific heat measurements suggest these correlations represent the bulk. Orbital correlations of Mn3+eg

electrons, surviving in an environment of largely disordered exchange interactions, are invoked to account for
this magnetic state. These results argue in favor of a strain-field mechanism for orbital ordering in manganites.
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The so-called orbital degree of freedom is an essential
ingredient to the physics of transition-metal compounds.1

There is consensus that orbital order �OO� strongly influ-
ences the exchange interactions and by extension the mag-
netic order in manganites �a prototype system� and other
transition-metal oxides.2 However, the converse, i.e., the role
of electronic exchange as a possible driving mechanism of
OO,3 is still under debate. The alternative mechanism arises
from the anisotropic elastic field4 due to the Jahn-Teller ef-
fect in Mn3+ ions that may couple the underlying lattice dis-
tortions and lead to OO. In this work, the nature of OO in
manganites is investigated in a three-dimensional manganite
in the relatively dilute orbital regime, by means of a dense
high-spin Fe3+-substitution that affects differently the elec-
tronic exchange and the elastic field interactions. An interest-
ing frustrated magnetic state with anisotropic magnetic cor-
relations is observed. Such correlations are argued to be
bulk-representative by the analysis of low T specific-heat
data. Orbital physics is invoked to understand such correla-
tions in a quasi-cubic system. Also, conspicuous thermal be-
haviors of the lattice parameters and bond distances seem to
insinuate a long-range OO component. These results taken
together, in a system with a large degree of chemical/
exchange disorder, argue in favor of a strain-field mechanism
for OO in manganites.

A crystal of La0.66�4�Ba0.40�2�Mn0.61�3�Fe0.33�2�O3 �LBMF�
weighting �0.5 g was grown from a high-temperature flux.5

The cationic concentrations were determined from synchro-
tron x-ray fluorescence spectroscopy measurements using a
monochromatic beam of 8 keV and employing the funda-
mental parameter method.6 A characterization of the bulk
properties of LBMF was performed, aimed to guide our mi-
croscopic neutron and synchrotron x-ray investigation. Fig-
ure 1�a� shows the resistivity of LBMF between 100 K and
300 K, obtained with a four-contact configuration. Below
100 K down to 2 K, the resistivity values remain too high to
be measured in our apparatus. A simple semiconducting-like
behavior was found in the studied T interval. Figure 1�b�
shows specific heat data below 180 K �symbols�, taken using
a standard thermal relaxation technique. No sharp peaks in-

dicative of a transition to long-range order were observed.
The low T limit of C /T is given in Fig. 1�c� �symbols�, with
a dominant linear contribution. The dc-magnetic susceptibil-
ity was measured with a Superconducting Quantum Interfer-
ence Device magnetometer �see Fig. 1�b��, showing a broad
peak at Tf �53 K. The nature of the feature at Tf was further
investigated by ac-susceptibility measurements taken with a

FIG. 1. �Color online� �a� Resistivity of
La0.66Ba0.40Mn0.61Fe0.33O3 as a function of the inverse T �symbols�,
and a fit to a semiconducting behavior with activation energy
�=0.11 eV �solid line�. �b� T dependence of the specific heat
C�H=0� �thick solid line� and dc-magnetic susceptibility �dc�H
=0.01 T� taken on field cooling �FC� and warming after zero field
cooling �WZFC� �thin solid lines�. �c� C /T vs. T in the low T limit
�symbols�, highlighting the dominant contribution due to the lowest
power term in T, and tentative fits to square-root and linear behav-
iors due to gapless spin excitations in a ferromagnet �dashed curve�
and a layered A-type antiferromagnet �solid line� �Ref. 9�, respec-
tively. The estimated phonon contribution, using �Debye�275 K
�Ref. 9�, is also given. �d� Out-of-phase ac-magnetic susceptibility
for several frequencies in a selected T interval, taken with a field
amplitude of 1 mT.
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commercial platform. Figure 1�d� shows the out-of-phase
signal �� for several frequencies. A maximum in �� is ob-
served, providing evidence for a magnetic transition at Tf not
revealed by the specific heat. As the frequency increases, the
maximum in �� becomes less prominent and shifts to higher
temperatures, indicating a transition to a glassy state without
long-range magnetic order, such as a spin-glass7 or a cluster-
glass state. The in-phase signal �� �not shown� is similar in
shape to the WZFC dc curve given in Fig. 1�b�, with a de-
crease of �10% in the peak height as the frequency in-
creases from 10 Hz to 10 kHz.

Further details of the magnetic state of LBMF are pro-
vided by neutron-scattering experiments �see Ref. 8 for a
description of the experimental setup�. Reciprocal-space
scans along the �h00�, �hh0�, and �hhh� directions were
taken at 10 K and 300 K �not shown�. The �hkl� indexing
is defined here with respect to the pseudo-cubic unit cell
�a�3.9 Å�. Neither magnetic intensities on existing Bragg
peaks nor sharp superstructure peaks, which might be asso-
ciated with long-range magnetic or charge ordering of any
kind, were observed down to 10 K, within our experi-
mental sensitivity. Energy scans for a typical wavevector
Q= �0.9,0 ,0� capturing diffusive scattering are given in Fig.
2�a� at 10 K and 200 K. At 200 K, a quasi-elastic paramag-
netic scattering is observed, which disappears at low T, con-
verting into an elastic diffusive signal. This is consistent with
the development of a magnetically frustrated phase on cool-
ing. Q-scans at 10 K and 300 K, both elastic and inelastic
with neutron energy loss of 1.5 meV �not shown�, confirmed
that the scattering nearby Q= �0.9,0 ,0� is not part of any
peak or broad feature, being mostly due to uncorrelated
spins. Figure 2�b� shows the T dependence of the quasi-
elastic scattering at Q= �0.9,0 ,0� and �E=1.5 meV, reveal-
ing that the spin-freezing occurs below Tf, consistent
with magnetic susceptibility measurements �see Figs. 1�b�
and 1�d��. Additionally, relatively broad features centered
at �h+1/2 ,k , l� �h, k, and l integers� were observed at low
T. The intensities of these peaks decrease for increasing scat-
tering vectors, consistent with their magnetic nature. Energy
scans at �1/2 ,0 ,0� �not shown� indicate that this scattering
is elastic at 10 K, within our experimental resolution. This
result reveals static layered �A-type� AFM correlations in
LBMF. Transverse elastic scans in reciprocal space crossing
the �1/2 ,0 ,0� point are shown in Fig. 2�c� at selected
T. Figure 2�d� shows the T dependence of the integrated
intensity of the A-AFM �1/2 ,0 ,0� peak. The correlation
length �, obtained from the width of this reflection, is also
given in Fig. 2�d�. The A-AFM static correlations were not
observed above �160 K, while � decreases linearly with
T, from 33�2� Å at 10 K to 10�5� Å at 150 K. These corre-
lations are possibly the cause of the linear behavior of C /T at
low T �see Fig. 1�c��, consistent with gapless spin excitations
of an A-type AFM spin structure such as in LaMnO3.9

A powdered sample was obtained from crystallites grown
in the same batch as the �0.5 g crystal. High-resolution neu-
tron and synchrotron x-ray powder diffraction data con-
firmed the absence of long-range charge or magnetic order.
For experimental details, see Ref. 10. The T dependencies of
the lattice parameters of LBMF between 10 K and 650 K are

given in Fig. 2�e�. The data are presented in terms of the
“pseudo-cubic” perovskite unit cell, a*�a / �2�c / �2 and
b*�b /2. Figure 2�e� also shows the thermal evolution of
b*−a*. A clear separation of b* and a* as T decreases can be
noticed. In principle, this behavior might originate from ei-
ther crystallographic or electronic effects. Below we argue
against the first possibility. In fact, the high resolution of our
synchrotron x-ray diffraction data allows us to ascertain that
no symmetry-driven transition occurred in the studied T in-
terval. Instead, the separation of b* and a* changes more
rapidly between �100 K and �400 K and does not appear
to collapse at higher T as would be expected for a symmetry-
driven crystallographic phase transition. The thermal behav-
ior of b*−a* is more suggestive of an OO state below
�300–500 K, possibly convoluted with smooth rotations of

FIG. 2. �Color online� �a� Inelastic neutron scattering of
La0.66Ba0.40Mn0.61Fe0.33O3 at fixed Q= �0.9,0 ,0� �cubic notation�,
taken at 10 K �open symbols� and 200 K �filled symbols�, as a
function of neutron energy loss. �b� T dependence of the scattering
at Q= �0.9,0 ,0� and �E=1.5 meV. �c� Elastic transverse scans
across the reciprocal lattice point �1/2 ,0 ,0� at selected T. The
instrumental+mosaic width is indicated by short vertical bars. Data
at different T were vertically translated for clarity. �d� T dependence
of the integrated intensity of the �1/2 ,0 ,0� reflection and A-AFM
correlation length �. �e� T dependence of lattice parameters a*

=a /�2=c /�2 �open circles�, b*=b /2 �filled circles�, and b*−a*

�open triangles�. Data below and above room temperature were ob-
tained from the analysis of neutron and synchrotron x-ray powder
diffraction data, respectively. �f� �Mn,Fe�uO crystallographic dis-
tances along the b direction �apical, filled circles�, and ac plane
�basal, open circles� below room temperature. Solid lines in �a�–�f�
are guides to the eyes.
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the oxygen octahedra. This perception seems to be further
reinforced by the �Mn,Fe�uO bond distances �see Fig.
2�f��, with the �Mn,Fe�uOapical distance �along b direction�
being larger than the �Mn,Fe�uObasal distance �in the ac
plane� below room temperature. However, the distortion is
relatively small, thus long-range OO cannot be unequivo-
cally established on the basis of the diffraction data presently
at hand.

Before proceeding with a discussion of the above results,
an unambiguous identification of the electronic states of the
Mn and Fe ions is required. The 2p soft x-ray absorption
spectrum of Fe in LBMF is given in Fig. 3�a�, which is very
similar to that reported for LaFeO3,11 and in line with a
crystal-field multiplet calculation12 for high-spin Fe3+ �solid
line in Fig. 3�a��. This Fe state, with no orbital degree of
freedom, is consistent with previous studies on other Fe-
substituted manganites.13 For details on the x-ray absorption
measurements, see Ref. 14. The Mn 2p absorption spectra of
LBMF and of a La0.7Sr0.3MnO3 �LSM� single crystal are
shown in Fig. 3�b�. The shape of the spectrum of LBMF is
similar to that of LSM, with a chemical shift of
�+0.25 eV. Since the chemical shift of the Mn 2p edge in
manganites is +1.0 eV/valence unit,11 this result points to an
average Mn valence of �+3.55 for LBMF. The Mn 1s ab-
sorption spectrum of LBMF is shown in Figs. 3�c� and 3�d�.
The spectra of LaMnO3, CaMnO3, both consistent with the
literature,15 and a linear combination 0.55���CaMn4+O3�
+0.45���LaMn3+O3� are also given. There is good agree-
ment between such a linear combination and the observed
spectrum of LBMF, in particular the inflection point energies
at the main edge, giving further support for the average Mn
valence �+3.55. The single-valent Fe and mixed-valent Mn
ions in the proportion 0.27Mn3+:0.34Mn4+:0.33Fe3+ re-

vealed here indicate the presence of �0.3 orbitally active
electrons �Mn3+eg

1� per transition-metal ion in LBMF. Such a
relatively dilute orbital concentration is equivalent to that
found in electron-doped manganites.

Neutron scattering, magnetic susceptibility, and specific-
heat measurements demonstrate a magnetically frustated
ground state with anisotropic �A-type� AFM correlations for
LBMF. Such spin correlations cannot be understood in a
quasi-cubic perovskite structure unless orbital correlations
also take place. Also, the orbital correlation length cannot be
smaller than the A-AFM spin counterpart, being therefore
inferred to be larger than �30 Å at low T �see Fig. 2�d��.
Further, the conspicuous thermal behavior of the lattice pa-
rameters and atomic distances �Figs. 2�e� and 2�f��, suggests
that such correlations might be long ranged, defining an OO
state.

It is relevant to ask whether the A-AFM and by extension
the orbital correlations observed here might be associated
with local fluctuations of the chemical composition. This
scenario might lead to Mn3+-rich clusters where orbital cor-
relations �with related A-AFM spin correlations� would be
more prone to develop. Below we argue against this sce-
nario. In fact, the low T specific heat appears to be domi-
nated by spin excitations associated with the A-AFM struc-
ture �see Fig. 1�c��, indicating that a large volume fraction of
the sample is in such a magnetic state at low T. Also, the
A-AFM correlation length � would be expected to be nearly
T independent in this scenario, i.e., given by the size of the
Mn3+-rich chemical cluster. Instead, � increases significantly
on cooling, from �10 Å at 150 K to �30 Å at 10 K �see
Fig. 2�d��. We conclude that compositional fluctuations, al-
though probably present to a certain degree in our sample,
are not responsible for the unusual properties of LBMF re-
ported in this work. The results shown in Fig. 2�d� actually
indicate that the A-AFM spin correlations, favored by the
presumably more robust orbital correlations over the whole
bulk, are blocked by the large exchange disorder caused by
Fe3+ substitution, thus preventing the development of a long-
range spin-ordered state. Upon cooling, the free energy of
the the A-AFM state becomes increasingly favorable, leading
to a gradual increase of �.

The survival of significant orbital correlations in an envi-
ronment of large chemical/exchange disorder may help to
elucidate the relevant mechanisms of OO in manganites. In
fact, it seems rather unlikely that such correlations amongst
dilute orbitals would be observed in such a disordered sys-
tem if the orbital interactions were short ranged �nearest
neighbor� such as implied by the exchange mechanism.
Thus, our results support an anisotropic strain field
mechanism.4 Such a field, for being long ranged,16 is more
likely able to overcome the local disorder introduced by the
Fe substitution and lead to the robust orbital correlations
observed in this work.
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FIG. 3. �Color online� �a� Fe 2p, �b� Mn 2p, and �c,d� Mn 1s
x-ray absorption near-edge structure �XANES� spectra of
La0.66Ba0.40Mn0.61Fe0.33O3 �symbols�. The solid line in �a� displays
a crystal-field multiplet simulation �Ref. 12�, assuming a high-spin
Fe3+ : t2g

3 eg
2 ground state. The solid line in �b� is the Mn 2p XANES

spectrum of La0.7Sr0.3MnO3. The Mn 1s XANES spectra of
LaMnO3 and CaMnO3 reference samples are given in �c,d� as thin
solid and dashed lines, respectively, while the combination 0.55
���CaMn4+O3�+0.45���LaMn3+O3� is given as thick solid
lines.
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